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(54) COMMUNICATING WITH WIRELESS NODES OF AN AUTOMATION SYSTEM USING TWO 
COMMUNICATION PROTOCOLS

(57) The invention is concerned with a communica-
tion setting determining device (28, 30) in an automation
system (10) for determining a first communication win-
dow for communication between a gateway (22) and a
first group of wireless network nodes (13) using a first
communication protocol (P1) and a second communica-
tion window for communication between the gateway and
a second group of wireless network nodes (16, 18, 20)
using a second communication protocol (P2), wherein

the wireless nodes of the second group employ timing
settings comprising active periods and an inactive period
between two consecutive active periods. The communi-
cation setting determining device (28, 30) sets the first
communication window based on the inactive period of
one wireless node (16) in the second group and set the
second communication window based on the active pe-
riods of all the wireless nodes (16, 18, 20) in the second
group.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The invention relates to the communication between a gateway and a first and a second group of wireless
network nodes of an automation system using two different communication protocols. The invention is more particularly
concerned with a communication setting determining device in an automation system and an automation system as well
as a method computer program and computer program product for determining in an automation system a first commu-
nication window for communication between a gateway and a first group of wireless network nodes using a first com-
munication protocol and a second communication window for communication between the gateway and a second group
of wireless network nodes using a second communication protocol.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Building/home automation devices are intended to enable energy efficient climate control, provide comfort and
security to the residents of a house. SE 1500502 discloses a home automation system comprising such devices.
[0003] In a practical building automation system (BAS), the different wireless devices are typically battery powered or
connected to an electrical grid. Because of this energy efficiency is not the top priority of these conventional wireless
devices and the communication protocol used may therefore require a relatively high amount of power.
[0004] The latest technologies of low power sensors, processors, wireless transceivers, and energy harvesting devices
have made Self-Powered Wireless Devices (SPWD) possible in practical BAS systems. In SPWD, the energy needed
by the operations including sensing, processing and communication is harvested by the device itself through e.g. indoor
solar cells, thermoelectric material, piezoelectric material, or radio energy harvester. Although the functionality is still
limited by the self-harvested energy, the SPWD is of interest as complement of conventional mains-powered devices
and battery-powered devices, because it can be realized fully maintenance-free (i.e. without changing battery) and cable-
less (i.e. neither power supply cable nor communication cable). Some examples of such SPWD used in BAS are tem-
perature and/or humidity sensor powered by indoor solar cell, ambient light sensor powered by indoor solar cell, radiator
temperature sensor powered by thermoelectric material, press button sensor powered by piezoelectric material, air
quality sensor powered by WiFi radio energy harvester, etc.
[0005] Moreover, the communication protocol supported by the SPWD (SPWD Protocol) is usually simpler than the
protocol of the whole Wireless BAS (WBAS Protocol). To connect such SPWD into the WBAS, a gateway (SPWD
Gateway) is typically needed to translate between the SPWD Protocol and WBAS Protocol. Since the major motivation
of using the SPWD in BAS is to save the cost of cabling, battery and maintenance, the SPWD Gateway should also be
cost-effective. Moreover, the communication distance of the SPWD is often quite short e.g. within a few meters, still
caused by the limited energy for communication. Therefore the deployment density of SPWD Gateways is often com-
parable to that of BAS end devices. In this context, "cost-effective" means the cost of the SPWD Gateway must be
comparable to the BAS end devices.
[0006] The conventional design of an SPWD Gateway requires two dedicated wireless communication circuits including
radio chipsets, protocol processors, and necessary discrete components to run the SPWD Protocol and WBAS Protocol
in parallel. Powerful enough main processor is also needed because it has to receive, decode, translate, and handover
the packets between the two independent chipsets under the timing constrains of both protocols. Examples for such an
SPWD Gateway are ZigBee-to-EnOcean gateway, Z-Wave-to-EnOcean gateway, WiFi-to-EnOcean gateway, etc. Usu-
ally the cost of such gateway is much higher than an end device in the BAS.
[0007] It is in many instances necessary to reduce the cost of the SPWD Gateway to the level of an ordinary WBAS
end device. One way may be to re-use the ordinary WBAS end device hardware to realize the gateway by adding some
software functionalities. However, in order for this to be done, it may be necessary to coordinate the timing of operations
in the two protocols and avoid transmitting (Tx) or receiving (Rx) packets by the two protocols at the same time.
[0008] One reason for coordinating timing and avoiding simultaneous transmissions between the two communication
protocols is thus to allow a single device to act as an SPWD gateway. However, there are also other reasons for
coordinating the timing and avoiding simultaneous transmissions. As is mentioned above, the power levels used by the
SPWDs may be much lower than the power used by the WBAS devices. SPWD devices may thus be interfered in a
higher degree. The avoidance of such interference is another reason for coordinating communication.
[0009] There is therefore a need for addressing some or all of the above-mentioned problems.

SUMMARY

[0010] One object of the invention is to coordinate the timing and avoiding simultaneous transmissions between a
gateway and two groups of wireless communication nodes using two different communication protocols.
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[0011] The object is according to a first aspect achieved by a communication setting determining device in an automation
system for determining a first communication window for communication between a gateway and a first group of wireless
network nodes using a first communication protocol and a second communication window for communication between
the gateway and a second group of wireless network nodes using a second communication protocol, wherein the wireless
nodes of the second group employ timing settings comprising active periods and an inactive period between two con-
secutive active periods, the communication setting determining device being operative to:

set the first communication window based on the inactive period of one wireless node in the second group, and
set the second communication window based on the active periods of all the wireless nodes in the second group.

[0012] The object is according to a second aspect achieved through an automation system comprising a first group
of wireless network nodes using a first communication protocol, a second group of wireless network nodes using a
second communication protocol, a gateway and a communication setting determining device according to the first aspect
for determining a first communication window for communication between the gateway and the first group of wireless
network nodes and a second communication window for communication between the gateway and the second group
of wireless network nodes.
[0013] This object is according to a third aspect achieved through a method for determining, in an automation system,
a first communication window for communication between a gateway and a first group of wireless network nodes using
a first communication protocol and a second communication window for communication between the gateway and a
second group of wireless network nodes using a second communication protocol, wherein the wireless nodes of the
second group employ timing settings comprising active periods and an inactive period between two consecutive active
periods, the method comprising:

setting the first communication window based on the inactive period of one wireless node in the second group, and
setting the second communication window based on the active periods of all the wireless nodes in the second group.

[0014] The object is according to a fourth aspect also achieved through a computer program for determining, in an
automation system, a first communication window for communication between a gateway and a first group of wireless
network nodes using a first communication protocol and a second communication window for communication between
the gateway and a second group of wireless network nodes using a second communication protocol, wherein the wireless
nodes of the second group employ timing settings comprising active periods and an inactive period between two con-
secutive active periods, the computer program comprising computer program code which when run in a communication
setting determining device, causes the communication setting determining device to:

set the first communication window based on the inactive period of one wireless node in the second group, and
set the second communication window based on the active periods of all the wireless nodes in the second group.

[0015] The object is according to a fifth aspect further achieved through a computer program product for determining,
in an automation system, a first communication window for communication between a gateway and a first group of
wireless network nodes using a first communication protocol and a second communication window for communication
between the gateway and a second group of wireless network nodes using a second communication protocol, the
computer program product being provided on a data carrier and comprising the computer program code according to
the fourth aspect.
[0016] The invention according to the above-mentioned aspects has a number of advantages. It allows communication
with the second group of wireless nodes without being interfered by the first group. This can also be achieved using only
one transceiver. Thereby the gateway may be made smaller and simpler. It can also be implemented without modifying
any communication standards.
[0017] It should be emphasized that the term "comprises/comprising" when use d in this specification is taken to specify
the presence of stated features, integers, steps or components, but does not preclude the presence or addition of one
or more other features, integers, steps, components or groups thereof.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0018] The invention will now be described in more detail in relation to the enclosed drawings, in which:

fig. 1 schematically shows a gateway in a home automation system connected to a first group of wireless network
nodes as well as to a second group of wireless network nodes,
fig. 2 shows a block schematic of some functionality in a wireless node in the first group,
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fig. 3 shows a block schematic of some functionality in a wireless node in the second group,
fig. 4 shows a block schematic of some functionality in a communication setting determining device provided for the
gateway,
fig. 5 schematically shows a flow chart of method steps in a method of determining a first and second communication
window according to a first embodiment being performed by the communication setting determining device,
fig. 6 schematically shows communication of the gateway and two wireless nodes in the first and second groups in
relation to first and second communication windows according to a second embodiment,
fig. 7 schematically shows a number of method steps performed by the gateway and the wireless node in the first
and second groups according to the second embodiment,
fig. 8 schematically shows communication of the gateway and the wireless nodes in the first and second groups in
relation to the first and second communication windows according to a third embodiment,
fig. 9 schematically shows a number of method steps performed by the gateway and the wireless nodes in the first
and second groups according to the third embodiment, and
fig. 10 schematically shows a computer program product in the form of a CD ROM disc with a computer program
performing the functionality of the communication setting determining device.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0019] In the following description, for purposes of explanation and not limitation, specific details are set forth such as
particular architectures, interfaces, techniques, etc. in order to provide a thorough understanding of the invention. How-
ever, it will be apparent to those skilled in the art that the invention may be practiced in other embodiments that depart
from these specific details. In other instances, detailed descriptions of well-known devices, circuits and methods are
omitted so as not to obscure the description of the invention with unnecessary detail.
[0020] The invention is generally directed towards communication in an automation system involving a first and a
second group of wireless network nodes, where the wireless nodes of the first group use a first communication protocol
and the wireless nodes of the second group use a second communication protocol. The wireless communication network
may with advantage be a wireless sensor and actuator network and the automation system may with advantage be a
home automation system where building/home automation devices are provided to enable energy efficient climate
control, provide comfort and security to the residents in a building or a home. The wireless communication network
comprises different actuators and sensors for the building/home automation system.
[0021] Fig. 1 schematically shows one such home automation system 10 including a first wireless communication
network 1st WCN 12 comprising a first group of wireless network nodes and in which first wireless communication network
12 the first communication protocol P1 is used. In the example in fig. 1 the first group comprises a first wireless network
node 13. The home automation system 10 also comprises a second wireless network 2nd WCN 14 comprising a second
group of wireless network nodes 16, 18 and 20 that use the second communication protocol P2. In fig. 1 the second
group comprises a second, third and fourth wireless network node 16, 18 and 20. The first wireless communication
network 12 may comprise a main basic Automation System (BAS) where the wireless nodes are battery or grid powered,
while the second wireless communication network 14 may be a self-powered wireless device (SPWD) network where
at least one of the wireless nodes is self-powered. The first communication protocol P1 used by the first wireless network
12 may be a protocol where communication is predictable or synchronous, i.e. the transmissions take place with a known
timing in a communication window that has been accepted or is predetermined and recognized by the wireless nodes
and a counterpart, such as a gateway. The transmissions according to the second communication protocol P2 in the
second wireless network 14 may also be predictable or synchronous. However, the transmissions according to the
communication protocol P2 are not limited to being predictable. It is also possible that the communication is unpredictable
or asynchronous, where the asynchronous communication may be event-triggered. The second communication protocol
may need to be a short-range communication protocol. The first communication protocol P1 does not have to have the
same limitation. The first communication protocol P1 may be a protocol in the group of ZigBee, Thread, 6LowPAN, etc.
Examples of the second communication protocol are ZigBee Green Power and Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE).
[0022] The nodes in the two groups also communicate with a gateway GW 22 comprising and antenna 24, transceiver
26, processor 28, here in the form of a central processing unit (CPU) as well as a memory 30, where the transceiver 26
and antenna 24 together form a gateway interface GWI. As can be seen there is thus a single wireless interface GWI
for communicating with both wireless networks 12 and 14. It should be realized that it is also possible that there are two
wireless interfaces, one for each wireless communication network 12 and 14. It is also possible with a single wireless
interface comprising one transceiver and two antennas.
[0023] It should also be realized that there may be more nodes in the first wireless communication network 12 and
more or fewer nodes in the second wireless communication network 14. The nodes may perform sensor and actuator
functions in the home or residential automation system and some nodes in the first wireless communication network 12
may perform control of one or more automation functions.
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[0024] Fig. 2 shows a block schematic of some of the functionality of the first wireless network node 1st NN 13 in the
first wireless communication network 12. The node 13 comprises a first wireless communication unit WCU132, which
may be a radio circuit configured to communicate according to the first communication protocol and connected to an
antenna 34, where the wireless communication unit 32 and antenna 34 together form a first network wireless interface
NWI1. The radio circuit 32 is furthermore connected to a first network node control unit NNCU136 for providing data to
be transmitted by and receiving data from the first network wireless interface NWI1. There may also be an energy source,
such as a battery, providing energy for powering of the node. The nodes in the first communication network may more
particularly be either battery powered or mains powered.
[0025] Fig. 3 shows a block schematic of some of the functionality in the second wireless network node 2nd NN 16 in
the second wireless communication network 14. The second network node 16 comprises a second wireless communi-
cation unit WCU2 38, which may be a radio circuit configured to communicate according to the second communication
protocol and connected to an antenna 40, where the second wireless communication unit 38 and antenna 40 together
form a second network wireless interface NWI2. There is also a second network node control unit NNCU242, for providing
data to be transmitted by and receiving data from the second network wireless interface NWI2. There may also be local
power generating element providing self-harvested energy for powering of the node, where the node as an example
may be solar cell powered, piezoelectrical material powered or thermo-electrical material powered.
[0026] The third and fourth wireless network nodes may be realized in a similar way as the second wireless network
node 16.
[0027] Fig. 4 shows a block schematic of some functionality of a communication setting determining device 44. The
communication setting determining device 44 may be a part of the gateway 22, in which case it may be provided through
the combination of processor 28 and memory 30 of the gateway 22. However, it may also be provided as a separate
device proving settings to be used by the gateway 22. In this case it may be provided as a separate computer commu-
nicating with the gateway 22, for instance using cable. The communication setting determining device 44 comprises a
first communication window setting unit CWSU146, a second communication window setting unit CWSU248 and op-
tionally also a protocol swapping unit 50.
[0028] As was mentioned above, the two wireless communication networks 12 and 14 may be provided for an auto-
mation system in a home or in a building, where sensors and actuators are nodes in the system communicating wirelessly.
[0029] Moreover, the wireless nodes 16, 18 and 20 in the second wireless network 14 may as was mentioned above
comprise Self-Powered Wireless Devices (SPWD). In SPWD, the energy needed by the operations including sensing,
processing and communication is harvested by the device itself through e.g. indoor solar cells, thermoelectric material,
piezoelectric material, or radio energy harvester. The SPWD is very attractive as complement of conventional mains-
powered devices and battery-powered devices, because it can be realized fully maintenance-free (i.e. without changing
battery) and cable-less (i.e. neither power supply cable nor communication cable). Some examples of such SPWD used
in BAS are temperature and/or humidity sensor powered by indoor solar cell, ambient light sensor powered by indoor
solar cell, radiator temperature sensor powered by thermoelectric material, press button sensor powered by piezoelectric
material, air quality sensor powered by WiFi radio energy harvester, etc.
[0030] However the second communication protocol P2 (SPWD Protocol) used in the second wireless communication
network 14 is usually much simpler than the first communication protocol P1 (WBAS Protocol) of the whole Wireless
BAS used in the first wireless communication network 12. To connect such SPWD into the WBAS, a gateway (SPWD
Gateway) is needed to translate between the first and second protocols. The gateway 22 in fig. 1 is one such gateway.
Since the major motivation of using the SPWS in BAS is to save the cost of cabling, battery and maintenance, the SPWD
Gateway should be cost-effective. Moreover, the communication distance of the SPWD is often quite short e.g. within
a few meters, still caused by the limited energy for communication. Therefore the deployment density of SPWD Gateways
is often comparable to that of BAS end devices. In this context, "cost-effective" means the cost of the SPWD Gateway
must be comparable to the BAS end devices.
[0031] The conventional design of a SPWD Gateway requires two dedicated wireless communication circuits including
radio chipsets, protocol processors, and necessary discrete components to run the SPWD Protocol and WBAS Protocol
in parallel. Powerful enough main processor is also needed because it has to receive, decode, translate, and handover
the packets between the two independent chipsets under the timing constrains of both protocols. Examples for such a
SPWD Gateway are ZigBee-to-EnOcean gateway, Z-Wave-to-EnOcean gateway, WiFi-to-EnOcean gateway, etc. Usu-
ally the cost of such gateway is much higher than an end device in the BAS.
[0032] It may be of interest to significantly reduce the cost of the Gateway to the level of normal WBAS end device.
One way in which this may be done is to re-use the normal WBAS end device hardware to realize the gateway by adding
some software functionalities. However, in order to make such a combination work, there may exist a need for coordinating
the timing of operations in the two protocols and avoid transmitting (Tx) or receiving (Rx) packets by the two protocols
at the same time.
[0033] It should be realized that the need for such coordination and avoidance of communication overlap is not limited
to using a common transceiver, but may also be of interest in other situations, for instance in order to avoid that the
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communication made according to the second protocol P2 is interfered.
[0034] Aspects of the invention are directed towards such coordination and avoidance of communication overlap.
[0035] Now the operation of the communication setting determining device 44 according to a first embodiment of the
invention will be described with reference also being made to fig. 5, which shows a flow chart of a number of method
steps in a method of determining a first communication window for communication between the gateway 22 and the first
group of wireless network nodes 13 using the first communication protocol P1 and a second communication window for
communication between the gateway 22 and the second group of wireless network nodes 16, 18, 20 using the second
communication protocol P2.
[0036] The method may involve the first communication window setting unit 46 setting or determining a first commu-
nication window in which the gateway 22 is to communicate with the first group of network nodes 13 and the second
communication window determining unit 48 determining a second communication window when the gateway is to com-
municate with the second group of network nodes 16, 18 and 20.
[0037] Moreover, the second group of network nodes may transition between an active state and dormant state and
they may have timing settings comprising defined or definable time periods when they are to be active or dormant.
Aspects of the invention are directed towards using such timing settings of the second group of wireless nodes in order
to determine both the first and the second communication window.
[0038] These timing settings may more particularly comprise an active period, when a wireless node is to be active
and an inactive period between two consecutive active periods, where the corresponding wireless node is to be inactive
or dormant.
[0039] There are a number of ways in which the communication setting determining device 44 may obtain the timing
settings. The timing settings may be pre-determined and therefore the communication setting determining device 44
may have pre-knowledge about them. When the timing settings are pre-determined it is as an alternative possible that
they may be communicated from the wireless nodes 16, 18 and 20 in the second group. It is also possible that the
settings may be freely set in an allowable range in which case the communication setting determining device 44 may
negotiate the settings with the wireless nodes 16, 18 and 20. The communication made according to the second com-
munication protocol P2 may be predictable, in which case the timing of communications such as transmission and
reception of data occur at pre-determined or negotiated points in time. Alternatively the communication may be event-
triggered in which case the timing of communications performed according to the timing settings are linked to the
occurrence of an event, such as if there is data to transmit.
[0040] In the method of the first embodiment, the first communication window setting unit 46 sets the first communication
window based on one inactive period of a wireless node in the second group, step 58. It may as an example set the first
communication window used for communication by the first wireless node 13 in the first wireless communication network
12 based on the inactive period of the second, third or fourth nodes 16, 18 and 20. In case they have different inactive
time periods, the first communication window setting unit 46 may set the first communication window according to the
inactive period that is the longest. It may also set the first communication window to be shorter than the inactive time period.
[0041] The second communication window setting unit 48 may in turn set the second communication window based
on the active periods of all the wireless nodes 16, 18 and 20 in the second group, step 60. It may more particularly set
the second communication window based on a sum of the active periods of all wireless nodes in the second group. In
some variations the sum may also comprise the inactive periods of all the nodes in the second group.
[0042] Thereafter, once the windows have been set, the protocol swapping unit 50 may control the gateway interface
GWI to swap between communication protocols when changing communication windows, step 61. This may involve the
protocol swapping unit 50 ordering the gateway transceiver 26 to use the first communication protocol P1 for commu-
nication with the first group of wireless nodes 13 in the first communication window and order the gateway transceiver
26 to use the second communication protocol P2 for communicating with the second group of wireless nodes 16, 18
and 20 in the second communication window and thereby the transceiver swaps between the two protocols.
[0043] Thereby it is possible communicate with the second group of wireless nodes without being interfered by the
first group. This can also be achieved using only one transceiver.
[0044] Now a second embodiment will be described with reference being made to fig. 6, which schematically shows
communication of the gateway 22 and the wireless nodes 13 and 16 in the first and second groups in relation to the first
and second communication windows, and to fig. 7 which schematically shows a number of method steps performed by
the gateway 22 and the wireless nodes 13 and 16 in the first and second groups.
[0045] In the second embodiment, the communication setting determining device 44 is a part of the gateway 22 and
communication in the second wireless communication network 14 is event-triggered. There is thus random traffic (SPWD-
RT). The communication may in some cases also be referred to as being asynchronous. Event-controlled or event-
triggered communication may be suitable for an SPWD with stronger but less durable energy source. Moreover, the
description of the communication between the gateway 22 and the two wireless networks 12 and 14 will be limited to
the communication between the gateway 22 and the first and second wireless nodes. The communication with other
nodes in the network is similar.
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[0046] The communication traffic of the second wireless node 16 is random (noted as SPWD-RT) from the system
point-of-view, which means the wireless packet transmission is not predictable or determined by the Gateway 22. Ex-
amples of the SPWD-RT are switch button sensors and alarming sensors because the BAS as well as the Gateway 22
cannot predict when a button will be pressed by human or when an alarm will be triggered by an emergency case. In
some extreme case, if the harvested energy is lower than a certain level e.g. to maintain a local timer, the behaviour of
an SPWD where the communications are predictable - may become un-predictable, then it should be seen as SPWD-RT.
[0047] The Gateway 22 works as a node in the Main BAS Network, i.e. in the first communication network 12, following
the WBAS Protocol, i.e. the first communication protocol P1. At the same time it works as a gateway in the SPWD
Network, i.e. in the second communication network 14, following the SPWD Protocol, i.e. the second communication
protocol P2. The WBAS Protocol P1 and SPWD Protocol P2 are in this example executed by the same CPU 28 sharing
the same wireless Transceiver 26.
[0048] Moreover, the Main WBAS Network, i.e. the first wireless communication network 12, always works in the
WBAS Protocol P1. It is always ready to receive a packet from the Gateway 22, so that the Gateway 22 can decide
when to initiate the packet exchange with the Main WBAS Network 12. This can be realized by the so-called "polling"
mechanism which has been supported by most of the existing standards like the IEEE802.15.4, ZigBee Green Power,
and Thread Sleepy End Device. In polling, the packet exchange is always initiated by the child node (the Gateway 22
in this example) by sending a polling message to the parent node (the first wireless node 13 in the Main WBAS Network
12 in this example). If the parent node wants to send packet to the child node, it will notify this by replying to the polling
message. After the child receives this reply, it is ready to receive packets from the parent node.
[0049] The SPWDs 16, 18 and 20 always work in the SPWD Protocol P2. An SPWD sleeps for an unpredictable
duration of Tslp, and wakes up twice to try to exchange the packet(s), noted as First Try TR1 and Second Try TR2,
respectively. Each try lasts for a duration or active period of Tact, and the SPWD 16 sleeps or is dormant for a predictable
duration of Tgap between the two tries. Thereby Tgap is an inactive period between two active periods occurring in case
the first try is unsuccessful. After a successful try, the SPWD is dormant for an unspecified time Tslp until the occurrence
of another first try TR1. In the design of SPWD, the Tslp is with advantage maximized and Tact minimized in order to
maximize the energy efficiency. One example implementation of the packet exchange is, the SPWD 16 sends a Bluetooth
Low Energy beacon packet to the Gateway 22. It can repeat multiple times to ensure successful delivery.
[0050] The Gateway 22 swaps, under the control of the protocol swapping unit 50, alternatively between the SPWD
Protocol P2 in the second communication window or SPWD Window W2 and the WBAS Protocol P1 in the first com-
munication window or WBAS Window W1.
[0051] One key aspect of the second embodiment is to guarantee that at least one of the two tries TR1 and TR2
between the SPWD 16 and the Gateway 22 should occur within the SPWD Window W2, and at the same time guarantee
that the packet exchange between the Gateway 22 and the Main WBAS Network 12 only occurs within the WBAS
Window W1. This may be realized by the following steps:

the Gateway 22 negotiates with the second wireless node 16 to agree on the proper value of Tgap and possibly also
Tact,

the Gateway 22 negotiates with the Main WBAS Network 12 to agree on the proper value of Tww, which is the
duration of the WBAS window W1 and possibly also of Tsw, which is the duration of the SPWD window W2, and

the Tgap, Tact, Tsw and Tww must meet the constraints given in formula (1) and (2), where N is the number of SPWD(s),
i.e. number of wireless nodes in the second group. 

[0052] Thereby the duration Tsw of SPWD window W2 is set as the sum of the active time periods Tact and the inactive
time periods Tgap of all the wireless nodes in the second group and where the inactive time period is the inactive time
period after an unsuccessful communication attempt.
[0053] It is possible that the active time period Tact is not being negotiated, but fixed or set by the SPWD. It is also
possible that the duration Tsw of the SPWD window W2 is not negotiated but only set internally in the gateway using
knowledge about Tww, Tact and Tgap.
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[0054] The operation can, with reference being made to fig. 7 be the following. The gateway 22 may initially be operating
in the SPWD window W2 and then communicates with the second wireless network 14 using the SPWD protocol P2,
step 62, until the end of the SPWD window W2. At the same time the first wireless node 13 operates according to the
WBAS protocol, step 78, and the second wireless node 16 operates according to the SPWD protocol P2, step 84.
[0055] At the end of SPWD window W2, the protocol swapping unit 50 of the gateway 22 then deactivates the SPWD
protocol P2, activates the WBAS protocol P1 and starts a timer for keeping track of the duration Tww of the WBAS window
W1, step 64.
[0056] At this point in time also the first communication window setting unit 46 communicates with the WBAS network
12, here exemplified by the first network node 13, in order to agree on the time periods Tww and Tsw used for the WBAS
and SPWD windows W1 and W2 and thereafter the transceiver 26 exchanges packets with the WBAS network (wireless
node 13), step 66.
[0057] Thereby also the WBAS network 12 (first wireless node 13) communicates with the gateway 22 in order to
agree on the time periods Tww and Tsw used for the WBAS and SPWD windows W1 and W2 and exchanges packets
with the gateway 22, step 80, where this negotiation and packet transmission are constrained by or limited to being
carried out in the WBAS window W1.
[0058] The protocol swapping unit 50 then investigates the Tww timer and continues exchanging packets (and possibly
also agrees on Tww and Tsw) with the WBAS network 12, step 66, as long as the timer has not reached a timeout, step 68.
[0059] If during the time that the gateway is operating in the WBAS window W1, any wireless node in the second
group, such as the second wireless node 16, wakes up and makes a first try TR1 to agree on Tgap and Tact and exchange
packets with gateway 22, step 86, then this will fail as the gateway is not operating in the SPWD window W2. The second
wireless node 16 will therefore start a sleeping timer for the sleeping time Tgap, step 88, and then go to sleep, step 90,
where this sleeping timer should be such that it will timeout in the SPWD window W2.
[0060] When the Tww timer has reached a timeout, step 68, the protocol swapping unit 50 deactivates the WBAS
protocol P1, activates the SPWD protocol P2 and starts a SPWD window timer for keeping track of the time Tsw of the
SPWD window W2, step 70.
[0061] At this point in time also the second communication window setting unit 48 communicates with the SPWD
network 14, for instance the second network node 16, in order to agree on the time periods Tgap and optionally Tact and
thereafter the transceiver 26 exchanges packets with the SPWD network 14, step 72.
[0062] The protocol swapping unit 50 then investigates the Tsw timer and continues exchanging packets (and possibly
also agrees on Tgap and Tact) with the SPWD network 14, step 72, as long as the timer has not reached a timeout, step 74.
[0063] The above-mentioned activities depend on the wireless nodes waking up in the SPWD window. Therefore
negotiations are made with any node that wakes up and tries to connect with the gateway 22.
[0064] In the example above, the second network node 16 that made a first try TR1 to connect to the gateway 22 will
have its Tgap counter reach timeout, step 92, and therefore this node 16 will wake up and make a second try TR2 to
agree on Tgap and Tact and exchange packets with gateway 22, step 94, which will succeed, since the gateway is
operating in the SPWD window W2.
[0065] Thereafter the second network node 16 will resume sleeping a time Tslp without timer, step 96, until an event,
which is triggered for instance by an alarm or user interaction, step 98, which will cause the second node to wake up
and again make the first try, step 86.
[0066] When, in the gateway 22, the Tsw timer has reached a timeout, step 74, the protocol swapping unit 50 repeats,
step 76, the deactivation of the SPWD protocol P1, the activation of the SPWD protocol P2 and starting of the WBAS
window timer for keeping track of the time Tww of the WBAS window W2, step 64.
[0067] In a similar manner the wireless nodes of the WBAS network 12 repeat, step 82, staying in the WBAS protocol,
steps 78, and exchanging packets and agreeing on Tww and Tsw, step 80.
[0068] It can thereby be seen that at least one of the tries TR1 and TR2 is guaranteed to be transmitted in the SPWD
window W2, while the WBAS traffic is limited to the WBAS window W1. Thereby the same transceiver can be used for
both protocols while interference is reduced.
[0069] In a variation of the second embodiment, the second wireless node may be required to guarantee that the
harvested energy is sufficient to perform packet exchange twice and maintain the local timer during the gap between
these tries. The inactive time period Tgap may thereby be set for the harvested energy to be sufficient to let the SPWD
maintain a local timer and the active time periods Tact may be set to be sufficient for the harvested energy to let the
SPWD perform packet exchange using locally harvested energy.
[0070] Now a third embodiment will be described with reference being made to fig. 8, which schematically shows
communication of the gateway 22 and the wireless nodes 13 and 16 in the first and second groups in relation to the first
and second communication window W1 and W2, and to fig. 9 which schematically shows a number of method steps
performed by the gateway 22 and the wireless nodes 13 and 16 in the first and second groups.
[0071] In this embodiment, the communication setting determining device 44 is again a part of the gateway 22. However,
the traffic of the SPWD is predictable (SPWD-PT). This type of operation is sometimes referred to as synchronous. The
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SPWD-PT may be more suitable for the SPWD with weaker but durable energy source.
[0072] Examples of the SPWD-PT are sensors of the building climate e.g. temperature, humidity, ambient light, and
air quality. In most cases, the BAS reads the values of these sensors through gateway 22, regularly or on-demand, so
the Gateway 22 knows when the next packet exchange will appear.
[0073] The Gateway 22 works as a node in the Main BAS Network 12 following in the WBAS Protocol P1 and at the
same time works as the gateway in the SPWD Network 14 following the SPWD Protocol P2. The WBAS Protocol and
SPWD Protocol may also in this case be executed by the same CPU 28 sharing the same wireless Transceiver 26.
[0074] The Main WBAS Network 12 always works in the WBAS Protocol P1. It is always ready to receive a packet
from the Gateway 22, so that the Gateway 22 can decide when to initiate the packet exchange with the Main WBAS
Network 12. This can also in this case be realized through polling.
[0075] The SPWDs 16, 18 and 20 always work in the SPWD Protocol P2. An SPWD, such as the second wireless
node 16, sleeps for a duration of Tslp, and wakes up for a duration of Tact in order to allow the Gateway 22 to exchange
packets with the second wireless node 16. Thereby there are active time periods comprising transmissions TR1, TR2,
TR3, where two consecutive active time periods with transmissions for (to or from) an SPWD are separated by a
predictable gap Tslp. It is also here possible that Tslp is maximized and Tact minimized to maximize the energy efficiency.
One example implementation of the packet exchange is that the SPWD 16 sends a Bluetooth Low Energy beacon packet
to the Gateway 22.
[0076] The Gateway 22 swaps alternatively between the SPWD Protocol P2 in the SPWD Window W2 and the WBAS
Protocol P2 in the WBAS Window W1.
[0077] One key aspect of the third embodiment may be to guarantee the packet exchange between the SPWD 16
and the Gateway 22 only occurs within the SPWD Window W2, and at the same time to guarantee that the packet
exchange between the Gateway 22 and the Main WBAS Network 12 only occurs within the WBAS Window W1. This
may be realized by the following steps:

the Gateway 22 negotiates with the SPWD 16 to agree on the proper value of Tslp and possibly also Tact,
the Gateway 22 negotiates with the Main WBAS Network 12 to agree on the proper value of Tww, which also here
is the duration of the WBAS window W1, and possibly also of Tsw, which again is duration of the SPWD window W2,
the Tslp, Tact, Tsw and Tww must meet the constraints given in formula (3) and (4), where N is the number of SPWD(s). 

[0078] Also here, it is possible that the active time period Tact is not being negotiated, but fixed or set by the SPWD.
It is also possible that the duration Tsw of the SPWD window W2 is not negotiated but only set internally in the gateway
using knowledge about Tww and Tact.
[0079] The operation may with reference being made to fig. 9 be the following. The gateway 22 may initially be operating
in the SPWD window W2 and then communicates with the second wireless network 14 using SPWD protocol P2, step
100, until the end of the SPWD window W2. At the same time the first wireless node 13 operates according to the WBAS
protocol, step 118, and the second wireless node 16 operates according to the SPWD protocol P2, step 124.
[0080] The first communication window setting unit 46 communicates with the SPWD network 14, here exemplified
by the second network node 16, in order to agree on the time periods Tslp and Tact and thereafter the transceiver 26
exchanges packets with the SPWD network 14 (wireless node 16), step 102.
[0081] Thereby also the SPWD network 14 (second wireless node 16) wakes up, communicates with the gateway 22
in order to agree on the time periods Tslp and optionally also Tact used for the SPWD network and exchanges packets
with the gateway 22, step 126.
[0082] This procedure may be carried out for all the wireless nodes in the SPWD network 14 and these may then
furthermore be set to communicate with the gateway 22 in different parts of the SPWD window W2.
[0083] At the end of SPWD window W2, the protocol swapping unit 50 of the gateway 22 then deactivates the SPWD
protocol P2, activates the WBAS protocol P1 and a starts a timer for keeping track of the time Tww of the WBAS window
W1, step 104.
[0084] As this is done also the SPWD network 14, exemplified by the second wireless node 16, starts a sleeping timer
for the time period Tslp, step 128, which timer is set to time out in the next SPWD window W2 and thereafter goes to
sleep, step 130.
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[0085] At this point in time also the first communication window setting unit 46 communicates with the WBAS network
12, here exemplified by the first network node 13, in order to agree on the time periods Tww and optionally also Tsw used
for the WBAS and SPWD windows W1 and W2 and thereafter the transceiver 26 exchanges packets with the WBAS
network (wireless node 13), step 106.
[0086] Thereby also the WBAS network 12 (first wireless node 13) communicates with the gateway 22 in order to
agree on the time periods Tww and Tsw used for the WBAS and SPWD windows W1 and W2 and exchanges packets
with the gateway 22, step 120, where this negotiation and packet transmission are constrained by or limited to being
carried out in the WBAS window W1.
[0087] The protocol swapping unit 50 then investigates the Tww timer and continues exchanging packets (and possibly
also agrees on Tww and Tsw) with the WBAS network 12, step 106, as long as the timer has not reached a timeout, step 108.
[0088] When the Tww timer has reached a timeout, step 108, the protocol swapping unit 50 deactivates the WBAS
protocol P1, activates the SPWD protocol P2 and starts a SPWD window timer for keeping track of the time Tsw of the
SPWD window W2, step 110.
[0089] At this point in time also the second communication window setting unit 48 communicates with the wireless
nodes in the SPWD network 14, for instance the second network node 16, in order to agree on the time periods Tgap
and optionally Tact and thereafter the transceiver 26 exchanges packets with the SPWD network, step 112.
[0090] In the SPWD window W2, the sleep timer Tslp of the wireless nodes in the second group, such as the second
wireless node 16, should have timed out, step 132, and therefore these wireless nodes should also wake up, agree on
the time periods Tslp and optionally Tact with the gateway 22 and thereafter exchange packets with it, step 134, where
this negotiation and packet transmission are constrained by or limited to being carried out in the SPWD window W2.
Thereby the active time periods of all the wireless nodes in the second group coincide with the SPWD window W2.
[0091] In the gateway 22, the protocol swapping unit 50 then investigates the Tsw timer and continues exchanging
packets (and possibly also agrees on Tslp and Tact) with the SPWD network 14, step 112, as long as the timer has not
reached a timeout, step 114.
[0092] When the Tsw timer has reached a timeout, step 114, the protocol swapping unit 50 repeats, step 116, the
deactivation of the SPWD protocol P1, the activation of the SPWD protocol P2 and starting of the WBAS window timer
for keeping track of the time Tww of the WBAS window W2, step 104.
[0093] In a similar manner the wireless nodes of the WBAS network 12 repeats, step 122, operation in the WBAS
network, step 118, and exchange of packets and agree on Tww and Tsw, step 120. The SPWD network 14 repeats, step
136, starting of the sleep timer Tslp, step 128, sleeping, step 130, and monitoring the sleep timer timeout, step 132.
[0094] It can thereby be seen that the WBAS traffic is limited to the WBAS window W1 and the SPWD traffic is limited
to the SPWD window W2. Thereby the same transceiver can be used for both protocols while interference is reduced.
[0095] As a variation of the third embodiment, an SPWD may be required to guarantee that the harvested energy is
sufficient to maintain the local timer during the sleep, in addition to performing packet exchange. The inactive time period
Tslp may thereby set for the harvested energy to let the SPWD maintain a local timer and the active time periods Tact
may be set for the harvested energy to be sufficient to let the SPWD perform packet exchange using locally harvested
energy.
[0096] There are a number of further variations that may be made in both the second and third embodiment.
[0097] As an example, the negotiation between the SPWD and the Gateway can be realized like this: the SPWD
transmits the desirable values of Tgap or Tslp and Tact within the data packet to save energy, then the Gateway accepts
these values. The negotiation process can be eliminated if the values are fixed and predefined during configuration
phase of the BAS.
[0098] As another example, the negotiation between the Gateway and the Main BAS Network can be realized like
this: the Gateway transmits the desirable values of Tsw and Tww. Then the Main BAS Network accepts these values.
The negotiation process can also here be eliminated if the values are fixed and predefined during configuration phase
of the BAS.
[0099] As a further variation, the Tsw should be maximized and the Tww, should be minimized to increase the reliability
of the system, i.e. it is possible to give the SPWD higher priority to be served by the Gateway.
[0100] According to another variation, there may be a requirement that there must be sufficient margin in the timing
made in the SPWD network to tolerate the error of timers caused by error of crystals oscillators, temperature, etc.
[0101] The invention has a number of advantages. It will make it possible to connect the SPWD devices into the home
automation system without extra expensive gateways. Moreover, there is no need for modification of the existing stand-
ards of both WBAS Protocol and SPWD Protocol.
[0102] The communication setting determining device may be provided in the form of a processor with associated
program memory including computer program code for performing the functionality of the communication setting deter-
mining device. A communication setting determining device may also be provided in the form of a digital signal processor
(DSP), an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) or a field-programmable gate array (FPGA).
[0103] A computer program may also be a computer program product, for instance in the form of a computer readable
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storage medium or data carrier, like a CD ROM disc or a memory stick, carrying such a computer program with the
computer program code, which will implement the functionality of the above-described communication setting determining
device when being loaded into a processor. One such computer program product in the form of a CD ROM disc 138
with the above-mentioned computer program code 140 is schematically shown in fig. 10.
[0104] While the invention has been described in connection with what is presently considered to be most practical
and preferred embodiments, it is to be understood that the invention is not to be limited to the disclosed embodiments,
but on the contrary, is intended to cover various modifications and equivalent arrangements. Therefore the invention is
only to be limited by the following claims.

Claims

1. A communication setting determining device (44) in an automation system (10) for determining a first communication
window (W1) for communication between a gateway (22) and a first group of wireless network nodes (13) using a
first communication protocol (P1) and a second communication window (W2) for communication between the gate-
way and a second group of wireless network nodes (16, 18, 20) using a second communication protocol (P2),
wherein the wireless nodes of the second group employ timing settings comprising active periods (Tact) and an
inactive period (Tgap; Tslp) between two consecutive active periods, the communication setting determining device
(44) being operative to:

set the first communication window (W1) based on the inactive period (Tgap; Tslp) of one wireless node (16) in
the second group, and
set the second communication window (W2) based on the active periods of all the wireless nodes (16, 18, 20)
in the second group.

2. The communication setting determining device (44) according to claim 1, wherein the first communication window
(W1) is set to be smaller than said inactive period of one wireless node in the second group.

3. The communication setting determining device (44) according to claim 1 or 2, being further operative to negotiate
the first transmission window (W1) with at least one wireless node (13) in the first group.

4. The communication setting determining device (44) according to any previous claim, being further operative to
negotiate the timing settings with the wireless nodes in the second group (16, 18, 20).

5. The communication setting determining device (44) according to any previous claim, wherein at least one wireless
node (16) in the second group is a self-powered wireless device and the inactive time period is set to be sufficient
to maintain a local timer and the active time periods are set to be sufficient to perform packet exchange using locally
harvested energy.

6. The communication setting determining device (44) according to any previous claim, wherein the second commu-
nication protocol (P2) is a short-range communication protocol.

7. The communication setting determining device (44) according to any previous claim, wherein the communication
according to the first protocol is synchronous.

8. The communication setting determining device (44) according to any previous claim, wherein the second commu-
nication window (W2) is based on a sum of the active periods (Tact) of all the wireless nodes in the second group.

9. The communication setting determining device (44) according to any previous claim, wherein the communication
according to the second protocol (P2) is asynchronous and the occurrence of a first active period in the form of a
first communication attempt (TR1) is event triggered and the inactive time periods comprise sleeping time periods
(Tgap) between the first communication attempt (TR1) and a following second communication attempt (TR2) made
if the first communication attempt is unsuccessful.

10. The communication setting determining device (44) according to claim 9, wherein the size of the second commu-
nication window (W2) is also based on the inactive time periods (Tgap) of all the wireless nodes in the second group.

11. The communication setting determining device (44) according to any of claims 1 - 8, wherein the communication
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according to the second protocol is synchronous and the active time periods comprise transmissions (TR1, TR2,
TR3) set to coincide with the second communication window (W2) and the inactive time periods comprise sleeping
time periods (Tslp) between two consecutive transmissions (TR1, TR2) for the wireless nodes in the second group.

12. An automation system (10) comprising a first group of wireless network nodes (13) using a first communication
protocol (P1), a second group of wireless network nodes (16, 18, 20) using a second communication protocol (P2),
a gateway (22) and a communication setting determining device (44) according to any previous claim for determining
a first communication window (W1) for communication between the gateway (22) and the first group of wireless
network nodes (13) and a second communication window (W2) for communication between the gateway and the
second group of wireless network nodes (16, 18, 20).

13. A method of determining, in an automation system (10), a first communication window (W1) for communication
between a gateway (22) and a first group of wireless network nodes (13) using a first communication protocol (PT1)
and a second communication window (W2) for communication between the gateway (22) and a second group of
wireless network nodes (16, 18, 20) using a second communication protocol (P2), wherein the wireless nodes of
the second group employ timing settings comprising active periods (Tact) and an inactive period (Tgap; Tslp) between
two consecutive active periods, the method comprising:

setting (58; 66; 106) the first communication window (W1) based on the inactive period (Tgap; Tslp) of one
wireless node (16) in the second group, and
setting (60; 66; 106) the second communication window (W2) based on the active periods of all the wireless
nodes (16, 18, 20) in the second group.

14. A computer program for determining, in an automation system (10), a first communication window (W1) for com-
munication between a gateway (22) and a first group of wireless network nodes (13) using a first communication
protocol (PT1) and a second communication window (W2) for communication between the gateway (22) and a
second group of wireless network nodes (16, 18, 20) using a second communication protocol (P2), wherein the
wireless nodes of the second group employ timing settings comprising active periods (Tact) and an inactive period
(Tgap; Tslp) between two consecutive active periods, the computer program comprising computer program code
(140) which when run in a communication setting determining device (44), causes the communication setting de-
termining device (44) to:

set the first communication window (W1) based on the inactive period (Tgap; Tslp) of one wireless node (16) in
the second group, and
set the second communication window (W2) based on the active periods of all the wireless nodes (16, 18, 20)
in the second group.

15. A computer program product for determining, in an automation system, (10) a first communication window (W1) for
communication between a gateway (22) and a first group of wireless network nodes (13) using a first communication
protocol (PT1) and a second communication window (W2) for communication between the gateway (22) and a
second group of wireless network nodes (16, 18, 20) using a second communication protocol (P2), said computer
program product being provided on a data carrier (138) and comprising said computer program code (140) according
to claim 14.
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